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i was using cakewalk version 11.03 on windows 7, and installed the latest cakewalk 11.04, which i am sure affected the previous plug-
in that i was using. when i clicked on the "install new plug-in" icon in the main menu, i was asked to locate the folder of the latest

cakewalk and this failed. i tried to manually locate the folder by clicking on the "show folders" button in the upper right corner and i
got the error message: "access is denied. you may not have the right to use this folder". i tried to change the security settings and

everything went back to normal. i tried to locate the latest cakewalk again and i got the same error message. i have been using
cakewalk version 11.03 for a few months. then i decided to upgrade to version 11.04 because i thought it would fix some of the bugs
that have appeared. but, after upgrading to the newest version, the last few months i have been having problems with cakewalk. for
example, when i'm trying to use plug-ins the volume suddenly become zero. i have tried to reinstall the plug-in and the problem still

persists. numerous thanks to the cakewalk forum, especially ninfamous, who tried his hand at cakewalk boost11's prochannel
behaviour. this is a rare beast, but the documentation for it is a nightmare, and some of the internals seem to be in flux as cakewalk is

in the process of redesigning prochannel behaviour. the current behaviour may be achieved by adding a virtual track to the
prochannel's group, adding events to this track, and using the midi/cc11 "panic" button to set its volume to 127. fortunately, this is not
the only way to achieve this: the behaviour can also be achieved by a custom cc11 expresion (cc11expression) which is on by default,

and can be removed by unchecking 'enable cc11 expression' in the compose/cc11 properties dialog.
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